
The Feeling:
What feeling do you want to leave people with? Use three words

Exercise vs Relaxation:

How much Work Out/ Exercise do I want to offer? (Inner Fire)   

A lot   /   A bit    /  None

How much Relaxation do I want to offer? (Quiet Mind)

A lot     /   A bit      /  None

Are there any skills you want to share? 

Are there any key sequences or poses that light you up that you 

want to share? (If so, draw them in stick figures below).

CLASS SEQUENCING PLANNER

DATE:    DURATION:
    
TIME:    NOTES:

LOCATION:
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Philosophy
Are there any thoughts you would 
love to share? A poem? Lessons 
You’ve learned? 

Injuries 
(Often this will have to be factored 
when you actually see who shows up 
at class).

Skill Level/ Target Audience: 



Time considerations and “Energy Arch”: 

Detail vs Flow

How much Detail work?      A lot       / A bit      /  None   
   
How much Flow?                 A lot       / A bit      /  None

How Long is this class? What are the start and end times? 

Theme/ lecture    Hugs / Centering  / Fluid Warm Ups  /  Peak Poses /  Wind Down /  Savasana /  
Circle of Light  + closing  

__mins                 __mins                __mins               __mins              __mins             __mins            __mins

What will the “actual / real” time be for this class? 

____                     ____                     ____                       ____                   ____                  ____                  ____ 

Environment:
What are the environmental factors that need to be balanced out in this class (eg cold, hot, windy)

Energy:
What is the energy of the room/ class in terms of the Gunas? 

What is my strategy for working with this? 

Music:
Songs that match this Energy Arch?  Does my playlist match this arch? Write key songs below for the time 
frame.

____                ____               ____               ____                ____              ____               ____
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Music:
Songs that match this Energy Arch?  Does my playlist match this arch? Write key songs below for the time 
frame.

____                ____               ____               ____                ____              ____               ____

2-5 minute Class Introduction
Note down the main points you want to say when you introduce yourself to the class. E.g. Do you want to give 

advice on how to modify some harder poses, or mention anything about yourself or what to expect in the class?

Are there any Peak Poses or Familes of Poses you want to focus on?


